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A collection of essays in Biblical and ancient studies in honor of Adele Berlin Presents the archaeology, art, and history
of the Middle East from C.E. The types of literature analyzed in this study include ghost stories; Yiddish.

Some genetic studies suggest that Jewish populations show substantial non-Jewish admixture and the
occurrence of mass conversion of non-Jews to Judaism 2 , 3 , 10 ,  The good deity, Ahura-Mazda, would win
this final, apocalyptic battle, and all the gods and humans on the side of good would enjoy eternal bliss. The
destruction of the second Temple was significant because Jewish people no longer had a primary place to
gather, so they shifted their focus to worshipping in local synagogues. In , incensed by Judaeans shifting their
loyalty, Nebuchadnezzar returned, lay siege to Jerusalem , and burned it down along with the Temple.
Furthermore, each period of Jewish history has left behind it a specific element of a Judaic heritage that
continued to influence subsequent developments, so that the total Jewish heritage at any given time is a
combination of all these successive elements along with whatever adjustments and accretions have occurred in
each new age. In fact, however, many developments have occurred within so-called normative or Rabbinic
Judaism. Jewish monotheism has had both universalistic and particularistic features. A set of 18 biallelic
polymorphisms was genotyped in 1, males from 29 populations, including 7 Jewish Ashkenazi, Roman, North
African, Kurdish, Near Eastern, Yemenite, and Ethiopian and 16 non-Jewish groups from similar geographic
locations. Talmud Later, the Talmud, a collection of teachings and commentaries on Jewish law, was created.
David B. While the reformers resist these innovations, they take hold among a large part of the Hebrew
population. These four, and a number of lesser prophets, are as important to the Hebrew religion as Moses.
Michael Hammer of the University of Arizona , a researcher in molecular genetics and a pioneer in research
on chromosomes. Behar et al. In an account from the monarchical period, Yahweh strikes someone dead for
touching the Ark of the Covenant; that individual, Uzza, was only touching the ark to keep it from falling over
I Chronicles  We also analyzed a sample of 98 Turks Tur and 34 unrelated males from the Lemba Lem , a
Bantu Venda -speaking population from southern Africa who claim Jewish paternal ancestry  In the European
structure analysis, they share genetic similarities with Greeks and Sicilians, reflecting their east Mediterranean
origins. Shabbat Shabbat is recognized as a day of rest and prayer for Jews. The laws themselves in the Torah
were probably written much later, in the eighth or seventh centuries. The innovations of the prophets can be
grouped into three large categories: Monotheism Whatever the character of Mosaic religion during the
occupation and the early monarchy, the prophets unambiguously made Yahweh the one and only one god of
the universe. Around A. Humanistic Jews celebrate Jewish history and culture without an emphasis on God. In
fact, the account of the migration contains numerous references by the historical characters to other gods, and
the first law of the Decalogue is, after all, that no gods be put before Yahweh, not that no other gods exist. It is
not unreasonable, however, to conclude that the early Mosaic religion was a law-based religion that imagined
Yahweh as the author and enforcer of these laws. Claiming sovereignty over the people because of his
continuing action in history on their behalf, he had established a covenant berit with them and required from
them obedience to his teaching, or law Torah. Jarjanazi T. There is no salvation, only the injunctions to do
justice and right in order to produce a just and harmonious society. Jewish Holy Books While the Tanakh
which includes the Torah is considered the sacred text of Judaism, many other important manuscripts were
composed in later years. This god requires animal sacrifices and regular expiation.


